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Fresh Farmhouse
HamatUSA’s Chelsea kitchen sink combines natural fireclay’s 
unmatched strength and beauty with an ingenious workstation 
design. This revolutionary sink integrates a farmhouse apron-
front with a unique work-ledge that accommodates a range 
of accessories. Its drop-ledge greatly expands the sink’s 
functionality, making it easy for the included accessories 
to flow seamlessly between the upper and lower level. The 
Chelsea Workstation measures 33” x 20” with a center drain 
and a generously deep single basin. The sink is offered in an 
array of classic colors, including white, matte black, matte 
grey, and biscuit; the sink is eco-friendly, completely lead-
free, and comes with a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Velvety-Soft Tubs And Shower Bases
MTI Baths’ latest DoloMatte material is available on their 
Designer Collection of freestanding tubs and low-profile 
shower bases.  A cutting-edge true solid-surface material 
that is luxuriously beautiful, incredibly strong, and velvety-
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soft to the touch. With an exquisite matte finish and inviting 
tactile experience, DoloMatte opens exciting new doors of 
design possibility. The new American-made solid surface 
is durable, impact/shock-resistant, and extremely scratch-
and stain-resistant. The non-porous white surface is easy to 
clean and is resistant to mold, mildew, and UV damage.

Nifty Niches
Bathroom storage has never 
looked so good or sparked 
so much fun! The C-BOX 
by ESS, is a collection 
of stylish storage niches 
that make practical use of 
previously unused wall 
space. C-BOX uses a unique 
frameless design that you 
can use alone, in pairs or in 
nearly any configuration. 

Crafted of premium stainless steel, C-BOX is completely 
waterproof and easy to install and maintain. Available as a 
square or a horizontal or vertical rectangle, C-BOX designs 
come in three sizes ranging from 6” to 24” in length. In 
addition, five beautiful finishes provide fashionable options 
to suit any décor.

Undertaking a major renovation can be a lot of work 
and expensive but imagine making a big impact with 
just one fixture update. From adding a sensational 

freestanding tub to a dramatic faucet, these brands offer 
sophisticated options able to transform kitchen and bath 
spaces with immediate sophistication.

SIX BIG IDEAS TO TRANSFORM 
KITCHEN AND BATH SPACES!

MTI Baths DoloMatte Freestanding Tub - 178

MTI Baths Parisian in DoloMatte

C-BOX by ESS
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Champagne Tastes
The Brushed Bronze finish 
from Hardware Rennaissance 
is as pure and natural as it gets. 
Each piece from this bespoke 
luxury collection is a work 
of art. The hardware is sand 
cast in fine silicon bronze, 
hand chased, and finished 
with exceptional hand-applied 
patinas and waxed by hand. 
With its appearance like fine 
champagne, Brushed Bronze 

showcases the beauty of this copper-rich alloy. It is a living 
finish that ages without tarnish and can be easily re-waxed 
to maintain a rich look. Shown here on some of the brand’s 
newest knobs and pulls, Brushed Bronze is truly the 
champagne of finishes and makes a statement in any room. 

Industrial Chic
Add industrial style to the bathroom with dramatic metal 
detailing. The Furniture Guild got it just right with their 
new Logan Vanity, which is tastefully embellished with 
sleek metal accents and softly rounded corners. The solid 
brass brackets wrap all the way around the vanity and 
team nicely with the metal post legs. The Logan was 
thoughtfully designed for daily living with doors, drawers 
and shelves to create open and closed storage spaces. The 
vanity may be ordered in different sizes and configurations 
including single or double basin designs, as well as an 
array of spectacular finishes and metals. All metal elements 

are made by hand by talented Furniture Guild artisans. 
Available options include nice-to-have upgrades like 
walnut drawers or an integrated glass divider system. 

Architectural Elegance
Created in collaboration 
with renowned architect 
group Hirsh Bedner 
Associates (HBA), the 
geometric design of the 
Rilievo Collection from 
Gessi evokes a feeling of 
harmony in the bath. HBA 

took design inspiration from mathematical principles to 
create the Rivielo signature of a circle encapsulated by a 
square, a symbolic pairing of eternal movement which has 
inspired countless cultures through the ages. This diversity 
of shapes gives the collection a fluid versatility that fits 
easily into minimalist or decorative decors. The Rilievo 
Collection includes various configurations for sinks, tubs, 
showers, and accessories in multiple finishes for a fully 
cohesive look.

The Furniture Guild’s Logan Vanity

Rilievo from Gessi North AmericaBrushed Bronze finish from
Hardware Rennaissance

For more information visit:
www.easydrainusa.com   •  www.furnitureguild.com

www.gessi.com  •  www.hamatusa.com
www.hardwarerenaissance.com  •  www.mtibaths.com




